
The linearity of the onjugay problem inword-hyperboli groupsDavid Epstein Derek HoltFebruary 2, 2005AbstratThe main result proved in this paper is that the onjugay problemin word-hyperboli groups is solvable in linear time. This is using astandard RAM model of omputation, in whih basi arithmetialoperations on integers are assumed to take plae in onstant time.The onstants involved in the linear time solution are all omputableexpliitly.We also give a proof of the result of Mike Shapiro that in a word-hyperboli group a word in the generators an be transformed intoshort-lex normal form in linear time. This is used in the proof of ourmain theorem, but is a signi�ant theoretial result of independentinterest, whih deserves to be in the literature. Previously the bestknown result was a quadrati estimate.Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 20F67, 20F101 IntrodutionThe main result proved in this paper is the following.Theorem 1.1 Let G be a word-hyperboli group de�ned by a �nite presen-tation, and let u and v be group elements, given as words in the de�ninggenerators of G and their inverses. Then there is an algorithm to deidewhether or not u and v are onjugate in G and, if so, to �nd a onjugatingelement, whih runs in time proportional to the sum juj + jvj of the lengthsof u and v.Furthermore, the onstants involved in this linear time algorithm arethemselves omputable from the input presentation (although the time takento pre-ompute these onstants is not a omputable funtion of the length ofthe input presentation). 1



We should emphasise that we are assuming a RAMmodel of omputation,in whih the basi arithmetial operations on integers an be arried out inonstant time. This is frequently taken as the default model in the omplexityanalysis of algorithms, and is the default used in [1℄, for example. It is areasonable assumption provided that we are not dealing with integers largerthan 231, say, whih would �t in a typial mahine word. So, in our ase,the assumption is the appropriate one for input words that are not longerthan about 231. The Turing mahine omplexity of our algorithm would beO(n logn).Although it would be tedious and probably pointless to attempt to doso, the onstants involved in the linear time solution of the onjugay prob-lem ould, in priniple, be given as expliit funtions of ertain omputableonstants assoiated with the input presentation of G. These onstants in-lude the number of generators, the hyperboliity onstant, and the numberof states of the automata in an automati struture of G. We ompute theseonstants in a pre-proessing phase. Sine it is not even deidable whether a�nite presentation presents the trivial group, it is not possible to bound thetime taken by this pre-proessing phase, but this does not a�et the linearityof the onjugay problem itself.The algorithm, as we desribe it here, is not suitable for pratial imple-mentation. In [12℄, Marshall desribes an implementation of an algorithm,whih appears to run fast in pratie, for testing elements of in�nite order foronjugay in a hyperboli group. Although his algorithm is not theoretiallya linear-time one, its performane on typial examples is not muh worsethan linear.Solutions for solving the onjugay problem in word-hyperboli groupshave been published previously by Gromov [10℄ and, in the more generalontext of biautomati groups, by Gersten and Short [8℄. Both of these algo-rithms run in exponential time. A polynomial-time algorithm is desribed byBridson and Haeiger in Setion 2.12 of Part III.� of [3℄. Their method, asis stands, has omplexity O(n3) for words of input length n, but it an veryeasily be improved to O(n2). In [4℄, Bridson and Howie extend this methodto a quadrati-time algorithm for solving the onjugay of �nite lists of ele-ments in hyperboli groups. Finally, we mention that an algorithm for thesolution of the onjugay problem in relatively hyperboli groups is desribedin [5℄.Our algorithm has some features in ommon with the one desribed in [3℄,and ould be regarded as a re�nement it. One of the diÆulties in reduinga quadrati-time algorithm for onjugay testing to a linear-time one ariseseven when the group is free. In that situation, one �rst replaes the twoinput words u and v by ylially redued onjugates. It is then known thatPrinted 2005:2:2:710 2



they represent onjugate group elements and only if the word v is a ylipermutation of the word u. This is the ase if and only if v is a subword of u2.It is not immediately lear how to test for that ondition in linear-time, butit an be done, for example, by the Knuth-Morris-Pratt substring searhingalgorithm, whih is desribed in Setion 9.1 of [1℄.For general word-hyperboli groups, we try to replae u and v by so-alled short-lex straight onjugates, whih then enables us to apply the sametehnique as in the free group. There are several tehnial ompliations,however; for example, we are initially only able to make this work for M -thpowers uM and vM of u and v, for some bounded positive integer M .We shall prove the main theorem in Setion 3. In Setion 2, we provethe result of Mike Shapiro that, in a word-hyperboli group, a word in thegenerators an be transformed into short-lex normal form in linear time.(For a group element g 2 G and an ordered inverse-losed generating set Xof G, the short-lex normal form or short-lex redution of g with respet to Xis the lexiographially least among the shortest words in X that representg.) This is used in the proof of our main theorem, and is also a signi�anttheoretial result of independent interest. Previously the best known resultwas a quadrati estimate.Throughout the paper, G will be a group de�ned by a �nite presentation.For words v; w in the generators of G and their inverses, v = w will mean thatv and w are the same word, whereas v =G w will mean that they representthe same element of G.We denote the Cayley graph of G on the given generating set by �, where� is equipped with the standard metri in whih edges have length 1. Bya vertex of � we shall mean a vertex of the graph, whih orresponds to agroup element, and by a point in �, we shall mean a point in the metri spaede�ned by �; that is, a vertex or an internal point of an edge. Any word w inthe group generators and their inverses together with a vertex v of � de�nesa unique path vw in � starting at v and labelled by w. If v is not spei�ed,then it defaults to the vertex of � orresponding to the identity element e ofG. We shall denote this vertex also by e. We shall often make this transitionbetween words and paths in �.2 Finding normal forms in linear timeWe reall that a �nitely generated group is said to be hyperboli, or sometimesword-hyperboli, if its Cayley graph � is a hyperboli spae in the sense ofGromov. This means that there is an integer Æ > 0 with the followingproperty. Take any three points A;B;C 2 � (not neessarily distint), andPrinted 2005:2:2:710 3



any geodesis BC, CA and AB joining them (see Figure 1). There is a uniquemetri triod T and a unique map f : AB [ BC [ CA ! T , suh that A, Band C are mapped to the three endpoints of the triod and the restrition off to any edge suh as AB is an isometry onto the union of two edges of T .There is one point of T whose inverse image has three points, one on eahof the three geodesis. We shall all these three points the meeting points.The meeting point on AB is at distane (d(A;B)+d(A;C)�d(B;C))=2 fromA, and distane (d(A;B) + d(B;C) � d(A;C))=2 from B, and similarly forthe other two meeting points.There are also three points of T whose inverse images are A, B and C. Allother points of T have inverse image onsisting of (not neessarily distint)points u and v in �, one on eah of two of the edges of T , and at the samedistane from the ommon vertex of these two edges. Let fu; vg be two pointssuh that f(u) = f(v) 2 T . Then d(u; v) � Æ. One an prove that if a group
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Figure 1. The points u and v are at the same distane from C. The distanefrom u to v is at most Æ. This illustrates the de�nition of a Gromov-hyperbolispae.is hyperboli with respet to one �nite set of generators then it is hyperboliwith respet to any other �nite set of generators.The �rst objetive of this paper is to desribe an unpublished algorithmdue to Mike Shapiro. Here a �nite set of generators and relations are given fora group G and we are told that G is hyperboli. The proedure has as inputPrinted 2005:2:2:710 4



a word w in the generators of G and their inverses. Its output is the short-lexword representing the same element of G as w. The main improvement hereover previous algorithms is that the time taken for Shapiro's algorithm isbounded by a linear funtion of the length of w. The onstants depend onwhih hyperboli group is being onsidered and whih generators are hosenfor the group. Previously the best estimate was quadrati.A related result (see [11℄) shows that one an see if a word in a hyperboligroup is trivial or not in real time. This means that one reads in the word,one letter at a time, with a �xed amount of time t0 allowed for omputationafter eah reading of a single letter of the word. The answer must be given ata time t0 after reading the last letter. It seems not to be possible to onvertan arbitrary word in a hyperboli group to short-lex normal form in realtime.Before desribing Shapiro's algorithm, we need to disuss some of thepre-omputation onneted with this problem. This word refers to strutureswe ompute for the given group G and its generators. These strutures areindependent of whih partiular word w is being onsidered. The time takento ompute them may be very large, but it is onstant in terms of the variableword w. Therefore the linearity of Shapiro's algorithm is not spoiled by thislong time.By Theorem 3.4.5 of [6℄, hyperboli groups are short-lex-automati withrespet to any ordered generating set. We �rst pre-ompute an automatistruture for the short-lex geodesis in the group. It is shown in Theorem5.2.4 of [6℄ that the proedure given there for �nding an automati strutureterminates for a hyperboli group, no matter whih generators are given.The input data for the proedure is a �nite set of generators and relators.The time taken by the proedure is not a reursive funtion of the data. Thismeans that if the proedure is in progress, for example if it has been runningfor a ouple of days so far, there is no general way of knowing when it willstop. All that we know is that, if it is indeed true that G is hyperboli, thenit will stop sometime. But lak of time ontrol doesn't matter beause thisis part of the pre-omputation phase of Shapiro's algorithm.The automati struture onsists of two automata. The �rst is the wordaeptor WA. Its language is the set of short-lex geodesis. The seondautomaton is a two-variable automaton Mult, usually alled the multiplier,whih aepts pairs (u; v) of short-lex-geodesis starting at the identity ele-ment in the Cayley graph, provided they end at a distane one apart in theCayley graph. Given u and v, the automaton also provides the name of thegenerator x suh that ux and v represent equal elements of the group.Next we onstrut the automati struture assoiated to all geodesis, notjust the short-lex geodesis. The algorithm to do this is disussed in SetionPrinted 2005:2:2:710 5



3 of [7℄. We then �nd the onstant of hyperboliity Æ, as disussed in Setion4 of [7℄.Using the short-lex-automati struture, we pre-ompute all short-lex nor-mal forms up to length 4Æ + 1, and a table to onvert any word of length atmost 4Æ + 1 to short-lex normal form.We de�ne a onstant L = 18Æ + 2 and pre-ompute the set of all pairs(ux; v), where x 2 A, u is a geodesi of length at most L � 1, ux is not ageodesi, v is a short-lex geodesi, u and v do not have a ommon pre�x andux =G v. Note that juj�1 � jvj � juj. We all suh a pair (ux; v) an L-rule.We an either keep the L-rules as an expliit list, or, if the list is too long,we an keep the pairs impliitly in the automaton GMult whih aepts pairs(ux; v) as above, but with no restrition on the length of u.The pre-omputation phase is now omplete and we proeed to desribethe ore of Shapiro's algorithm.Suppose we are given a word w 2 A�. The �rst step is to replae w bya word whih is equal to w in the group and whih has the property thateah subword of length at most L is geodesi. To do this, we make a pointerwhih points to the suessive letters of w, advaning one letter at a time,looking for the shortest pre�x p of w, suh that p has a suÆx of the form uxwhih is the lefthand side of an L-rule. Eah advane of the pointer by oneletter takes time less than or equal to some onstant (whether we store theL-rules expliitly or impliitly). If we get to the end of w without �ndingsuh a p, then we have found the desired word. Otherwise, we replae ux inp by v and reset the pointer to the beginning of v.At the end of the proess, every subword of w of length at most L isgeodesi. We say suh a w is an L-loal geodesi.Lemma 2.1 Conversion of w to an L-loal geodesi is ompleted in lineartime, that is, in time O(jwj).Proof: We need to take are beause the pointer has to be moved bakwardsfrom time to time. After s steps of the algorithm, inluding s0 steps where areplaement is neessary, the pointer has advaned by at least s� s0L lettersalong w. Replaing ux by v dereases jwj by either one or two, and therefores0 � jwj. It follows that we �nish reading w after t steps with t � (L+1)jwj.Sine eah step takes a bounded amount of time, the lemma is proved. 2Later in this setion we shall disuss tehnial issues onerning the im-plementation and omputer model for the above lemma.The following result will be used to justify the remaining part of Shapiro'salgorithm.Printed 2005:2:2:710 6



Proposition 2.2 Let L = 18Æ+2 and let w be an L-loal geodesi, thought ofas a path in the Cayley graph �. Let u be a geodesi onneting the endpointsof w. Then eah point on w is within 2Æ of some vertex on u and eah pointon u is within 2Æ of some vertex on w.Another way of stating the onlusion of this result is that the Hausdor�distane between u and w is at most 2Æ.In fat, we shall prove a rather more ompliated version of this result,with larger onstants, and leave the more straightforward proof of the propo-sition itself to the reader. We shall need the more ompliated version in ourproof of the linearity of the onjugay problem in the next setion.For a path � in �, and points p; q 2 �, we shall use d�(p; q) to denote thedistane between p and q along the path �, and d(p; q) to denote the geodesidistane between p and q in �. For � � 1 and � � 0, a path � is alled a(�; �)-quasigeodesi in � if d�(p; q) � �d(p; q) + � for all points p; q 2 �. ForL > 0, � is alled an L-loal (�; �)-quasigeodesi if every subpath of � oflength at most L is a (�; �)-quasigeodesi.Proposition 3.3 of [2℄ says that a (�; �)-quasigeodesi in a hyperboli met-ri spae is at a bounded Hausdor� distane from a geodesi joining theendpoints of the path, where the bound depends on �, �, and the hyperbol-iity onstant Æ of the spae. It an be dedued from Theorem 16 of [9℄ that,for large enough L (where the meaning of `large enough' depends on �, �and Æ), the same is true for an L-loal (�; �)-quasigeodesi, and furthermorethe L-loal (�; �)-quasigeodesi is a (�0; �0)-quasigeodesi for ertain �0 and �0,again depending only on �, � and Æ. This result follows also from Theorems1.7 and 1.13 of Part III.H of [3℄.The proposition below is a speial ase of these results for (1; 2Æ)-quasi-geodesis. We have hosen to inlude the proof, partly to make this paperreasonably self-ontained, and partly to emphasise that the onstants in-volved are expliitly omputable.Proposition 2.3 Let L = 34Æ+2 and let w be an L-loal (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesiin the Cayley graph �. Let u be a geodesi onneting the endpoints of w.Then eah point on w is within 4Æ of some vertex on u and eah point on u iswithin 4Æ of some vertex on w. Furthermore, if jwj � L, then juj � 7jwj=17.(Note: The onstant 7/17 an be inreased by working a little harder.)Sine any path in � to a point on u whih is not a vertex of � must passthrough a vertex of � on u, and similarly for w, it is suÆient to prove thateah point on w is within 4Æ of some point on u and eah point on u is within4Æ of some point of w.Printed 2005:2:2:710 7



We �rst deal separately with the speial ase in whih w is a (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesi.Lemma 2.4 Let w be a (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesi in �. Let u be a geodesi on-neting the endpoints of w. Then eah point on w is within 2Æ of some pointon u and eah point on u is within 2Æ of some point on w.Proof: Let q; r be the endpoints of w, let p be a point on w, and let y andz be geodesi paths joining q to p and p to r, respetively. See Figure 2.Let s be the meeting point of the geodesi triangle yzu on the edge y, andlet s0 be the point on u with d(q; s) = d(q; s0). So d(s; s0) � Æ. Sine w is a(1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesi, we have2d(p; s) = d(q; p) + d(r; p)� d(q; r) � jwj � d(q; r) � 2Æ:So d(p; u) � 2Æ, whih proves the �rst part.As we move the point p from q to r along the path w, the distanesd(q; p) and d(p; r) hange ontinuously, and hene so does d(q; s0) = (d(q; p)+d(q; r) � d(p; r))=2. So the point s0 with d(p; s0) � 2Æ moves ontinuouslyalong the path u, starting at q and ending at r. So every point on u mustour as s0 for some p on w, whih proves the seond part. 2Proof of Proposition 2.3: We prove this by indution on jwj, whih isof ourse an integer. For jwj � L, the result follows from Lemma 2.4. Sosuppose we know the result for w and we want to prove it for wx, wherex 2 A and jwxj > L. Let u be a geodesi onneting the endpoints of w andlet v be a geodesi onneting the initial point of w with the endpoint of wx(see Figure 3). Then eah point on v is within Æ of some vertex on u andeah point on u is within Æ of some vertex on v. (Reall that Æ is a positiveinteger by assumption, and hene Æ � 1. This is relevant at the ends of uand v.) By our indution hypothesis, eah point on w is within 5Æ of somevertex on v, and eah point on v is within 5Æ of some vertex on w.
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Let p be a point on v. (See Figure 4.) We want to �nd a point q on wxsuh that d(p; q) � 4Æ. We may assume that p is not an endpoint of v. Wealready know that there is a point r on wx suh that d(p; r) � 5Æ. On eitherside of r we take points r0 and r00 on wx a distane L=2 away, measuring alongwx. If this is impossible beause r is too near one of the ommon endpointsof v and wx, we take r0 or r00 to be equal to the ommon endpoint. Sine weare assuming that jwxj > L, r0 and r00 annot simultaneously be endpointsof wx.Let p0 and p00 be verties on v, suh that d(p0; r0) � 5Æ and d(p00; r00) � 5Æ.If r0 is an endpoint, we take p0 = r0, and similarly for p00. Sine wx is anL-loal (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesi, the subpath of wx joining r0 to r00 is a (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesi. Hene d(p0; p) � d(r0; r)�10Æ � dwx(r0; r)�12Æ, and similarlyd(p00; p) � dwx(r; r00)� 12Æ, and d(p00; p0) � dwx(r00; r0)� 12Æ � 5Æ + 1.We laim that p0 and p00 are on opposite sides of p along the geodesi v,neither of them equal to p, and prove this by ontradition. Let us supposethat p0 lies in the losed interval [p; p00℄. (The argument when p00 lies betweenp and p0 is virtually the same.) Then r0 is ertainly not an endpoint, be-ause that would entail p0 = r0 = p00. So dwx(r0; r) = L=2 = 17Æ + 1, anddwx(r0; r00) = 17Æ + 1 + dwx(r; r00). So, by the inequalities above, d(p0; p) �5Æ + 1 and d(p00; p0) � 5Æ + 1 + dwx(r; r00). Hened(p00; p) = d(p00; p0) + d(p0; p) � 10Æ + 2 + dwx(r; r00):On the other hand,d(p00; p) � d(p00; r00) + dwx(r; r00) + d(r; p) � 10Æ + dwx(r; r00);whih is a ontradition. So we have proved that p0 and p00 lie on oppositesides of p along v.At least one of r0 and r00 is not an endpoint; let us suppose the latter. Thendwx(r00; r) = L=2 = 17Æ+1 and by the inequalities above d(p00; p) � 5Æ+1 >d(p00; r00). Let y be a geodesi joining p0 and r00 and z a geodesi joiningPSfrag replaementsABCuv xwvuFigure 3. The paths u, v and w in the proof of Proposition 2.3.Printed 2005:2:2:710 9



r0 and r00. Then, by onsidering the obvious geodesi triangle with vertiesp0; p00; r00, the point q0 on y with d(p0; p) = d(p0; q0) satis�es d(q0; p) � Æ. If r0is not an endpoint, then d(p0; p) � 5Æ + 1 > d(p0; r0), and so, by onsideringthe geodesi triangle with verties p0; r0; r00, there is a point q00 on z withd(q00; q0) � Æ and hene d(q00; p) � 2Æ. But if r0 is an endpoint, then r0 = p0and we an take z = y and q00 = q0, so suh a point q00 exists in any ase.Then, by Lemma 2.4, there is a point q on wx with d(q; q00) � 2Æ, and sod(p; q) � 4Æ, as required.Conversely, given r on wx, de�ne points r0; r00 on wx and p0; p00 on v asbefore, and again let y; z be geodesis joining p0; r00 and r0; r00. Again we mayassume that r00 is not an endpoint. By Lemma 2.4, there is a point q00 onz with d(r; q00) � 2Æ. If r0 is not an endpoint, then d(q00; r0) � L=2 � 4Æ >d(r0; p0), so the q0 on y with d(q00; r00) = d(q0; r00) satis�es d(q00; q0) � Æ. If r0is an endpoint, then we take y = z and q0 = q00. In either ase, d(q0; r00) =d(q00; r00) � L=2� 4Æ > d(r00; p00), so there is a point p on v with d(q0; p) � Æand hene d(r; p) � 4Æ, as required. This ompletes the indution.Finally, we must prove that jwj � L implies juj � 7jwj=17. Let p and qbe the endpoints of w, and assume that jwj � L. Let p = p0; p1; : : : ; pr = qbe points in order along the path w with dw(pi�1; pi) = L=2 for 1 � i < rand 0 < dw(pr�1; pr) � L=2 and, for 0 � i � r, let qi be a point on a geodesiu onneting p; q with d(pi; qi) � 4Æ, where p0 = q0 = p and pr = qr = q.The argument above showing that p0 and p00 are on opposite sides of p provesthat the points qi must our in order along the path u. For 1 � i � r � 1,we have d(qi�1; qi) � d(pi�1; pi)� 8Æ � dw(pi�1; pi)� 10Æ = 7Æ + 1;so d(qi�1; qi)=dw(pi�1; pi) � 7=17. Note further that, sine dw(pr�2; pr) � L,
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we have d(qr�2; qr)=dw(pr�2; pr) � 7=17. It follows that d(p; q) � 7jwj=17,whih ompletes the proof. 2Lemma 2.5 Let w be an L-loal geodesi, and let p and q be the endpointsof w. Suppose that d(p; q) < L� 2Æ. Then w is a geodesi.Proof: By ontradition, we an suppose that w is not a geodesi. Then wmust have length stritly greater than L. We hoose r on w, suh that theportion of w between p and r has length L and is therefore a geodesi. Sod(p; r) = L. See Figure 5.
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the identity e di�er by at most 1. Suppose q is the urrent vertex alongu. There is a vertex r on w, suh that d(p; r) � 2Æ. Let q0 be a vertex onu, suh that d(q0; r) � 2Æ. Then d(q0; e) � 4Æ + d(p; e) � 4Æ + 1 + d(q; e)and d(q; e) � d(p; e) + 1 � 4Æ + 1 + d(q0; e). Sine q and q0 lie on the samegeodesi from e, it follows that d(q; q0) � 4Æ+1, and therefore d(q; p) � 8Æ+1.It follows that the number of urrent verties in the breadth-�rst searh isbounded by the number of verties in a ball of radius 8Æ + 1. This impliesthat the time taken for the breadth-�rst searh is bounded by a onstanttimes the length of w times the time taken for a single step of the searh. Wenow prove that a single step of the searh takes time bounded by a onstant.For eah urrent vertex p, we keep a pointer into w, giving a vertex pwat distane at most 2Æ from p. We also keep the state in whih the wordaeptor WA would be if it had generated the short-lex geodesi going fromthe identity to p. To advane from p to the next vertex q in the breadth-�rstsearh, we use the word aeptor WA to give a andidate for q. Then notethat if a vertex qw whose distane from q is at most 2Æ exists on w, thend(pw; qw) � 4Æ + 1. By Lemma 2.5, the portion of w between pw and qwis geodesi. We an �nd any value for qw that exists, by moving along wfrom pw a distane at most 4Æ + 1 in either diretion. So this gives us a newpointer into w. Clearly the time taken to �nd qw, or �nd that it doesn'texist, is bounded by a onstant.It follows that T 0 an be onstruted in a time that depends linearly onjwj. We an stop the proedure as soon as we �nd a vertex p of T 0 whihis equal to the end of w. We an then determine the short-lex geodesirepresenting w by reading bak along the tree T 0, using a bakpointer fromeah vertex to its immediate anestor. 2To end our disussion of Shapiro's algorithm, we disuss some �ner pointsonerning the linear estimate. It is well-known that time estimates an bea�eted by the hoie of omputer model, that is, by the mathematial modelof the omputer whih is used in the disussion. A RAM model might usea linked list to store the given word w, and a pointer struture to storethe tree whih is onstruted towards the end of the proof. For very longwords w, longer than the size of a omputer word, addresses will need to bespei�ed with a number of bits proportional to log jwj, leading to an overalltime estimate O(jwj log jwj) rather than the desired O(jwj).The linearity of the estimate an be maintained provided that the om-puter model is hanged. To prove Lemma 2.1, we use a two-stak mahine.At the beginning of the algorithm, the string w is plaed on the seond stakin reverse order, so that the �rst letter of w is upmost. During the ourseof the algorithm, the �rst stak ontains a string r with the righthand letterupmost. The seond stak ontains a string s with the lefthand letter up-Printed 2005:2:2:710 12



most. Also rs represents w and r is an L-geodesi. The pointer referred toin the proof of Lemma 2.1 points to the gap between the righthand end ofr and the lefthand end of s. To perform a step of the algorithm, we removethe top letter x from the seond stak, namely the �rst letter of s, and seewhether ux is the lefthand side of an L-rule for some suÆx u of r of length atmost L� 1. If there is no suh u, then we plae x on top of the �rst stak. Ifthere is suh a rule (ux; v), then we remove u from the �rst stak and disardit and we also disard x. We plae v on the seond stak in reverse order,and then proeed to the next step. It is lear that the time taken for eahstep is bounded by a onstant. This tehnique is also desribed in Setion 2of [2℄, as part the proof that the word problem in a word-hyperboli groupis solvable in linear time.We also need to take are when handling the tree in the proof of Theo-rem 2.6. One again we use a stak. As we proeed along the L-geodesi w,we assoiate to eah vertex a ounter on the stak whih holds a piture ofthe 8Æ+1-ball in the Cayley graph, entred at the vertex in question. On theounter is marked as muh of the tree T as is known at this stage, and thediretion bak to the root of T . We also mark eah vertex of T shown on theounter with the assoiated state of the word aeptor WA. We have enoughinformation to glue together the pitures from adjaent ounters when weneed to do so. This model allows us to arry out the algorithm desribed inthe proof, with a onstant bound for the time for eah step.3 Conjugay testing in linear timeIn this setion, we shall prove the main theorem of the paper, that twogroup elements in a hyperboli group an be tested for onjugay in timethat is linear in the sum of the lengths of the input words that represent thegroup elements. As in the previous setion, we pre-ompute the automatistruture for the group and the onstant Æ of hyperboliity, and then we anmake use of the linear algorithm desribed in Theorem 2.6 for reduing aword to its short-lex normal form. Throughout this setion, L = 34Æ + 2, asin the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3.It is proved in Theorem 3.4.5 of [6℄ that hyperboli groups are biautomatiand, in Theorem 2.5.7 of [6℄, that they have solvable onjugay problem.That proof involves onstruting ertain �nite state automata assoiatedwith the two elements u and v to be tested for onjugay, and then arryingout a straightforward alulation on these automata, whih will output theonjugating element when u and v are onjugate. If we �x a onstant K andrestrit ourselves to group elements u; v eah having length at most K, thenPrinted 2005:2:2:710 13



there are only �nitely many suh group elements, and so we an onstrutthese automata and perform all of these tests in a bounded onstant time. Infat the time taken to onstrut the automata for u appears to be exponentialin juj, so this method is pratial only for relatively short words u, buttheoretially we an �x any K we like and restrit our attention to pairs ofelements at least one of whih has length greater than K.We will hoose K to be the integer part of 17(2L+1)=7, and we start ouralgorithm by omputing a list of all pairs of onjugate group elements u; veah having length at most K, together with the onjugating elements. Thistakes a onstant amount of time. The main part of the algorithm onsists ofseveral steps, whih we shall desribe in the subsetions that follow.3.1 Redution to quasigeodesisOur �rst goal is to redue to the situation in whih juj; jvj � L + 1, and allpositive powers of u de�ne L-loal (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesis in �, and similarlyfor v.We start by replaing u and v by their short-lex equivalent words, whihan be done in linear time by Theorem 2.6. We then deompose u as u1u2,where ju1j � ju2j � ju1j + 1 and short-lex redue the yli onjugate u2u1of u to a word u. De�ne v similarly.Lemma 3.1 If juj � 2L + 1, then all positive powers un of the word ude�ne L-loal (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesis in �.Proof: Let w be the path in � de�ned by un . We may assume that w startsat the identity vertex e. Let r be the vertex on w orresponding to u, andlet p; q be any two points on w with dw(p; q) � L. We need to prove thatdw(p; q) � d(p; q) + 2Æ. Sine juj � 2L + 1, we an assume that n = 2, p isbetween e and r, and q omes after p on w. If d(e; p) � L + 1, then p andq are both in the �rst half of w orresponding to u, whih is a geodesi, sothe result follows. So we assume that d(e; p) > L + 1 with q oming after ron w, and hene d(p; r) < L and d(r; q) < L. See Figure 6.Reall that u =G u2u1, where u1 and u2 are both geodesis. Let s bethe vertex of � orresponding to u2, and onsider the geodesi triangle withverties e; s; r and edges u, u2, su1, Then (ju1j+juj�ju2j)=2 � (juj�1)=2 �L. So p is nearer to r than the meeting point on w, and hene d(p; p0) � Æ,where p0 is on su1 with d(p0; r) = d(p; r). Similarly, we let t be the vertex of� orresponding to u2u1u2, we onsider the geodesi triangle with edges ru,ru2, tu1, and �nd a point q0 on ru2 with d(q; q0) � Æ and d(r; q0) = d(r; q).Now the path su1u2 is labelled by u and is a geodesi. Henedw(p; q) = d(p; r) + d(r; q) = d(p0; r) + d(r; q0) = d(p0; q0) � d(p; q) + 2Æ:Printed 2005:2:2:710 14



This ompletes the proof. 2Sine u and v are yli onjugates of u and v, to solve the onjugayof u and v it is suÆient to solve that of u and v, so we will simplify ournotation by denoting u by u and v by v from now on.If juj � 2L + 1, then the lemma applies to un, so we an apply Proposi-tion 2.3 and dedue that d(e; un) � 7jujn=17 for all n � 0. If u and v areonjugate in G, then there is a g 2 G with vn =G gung�1 for all n. Hened(e; vn) � 7jujn=17� 2jgj for all n, whih is impossible if jvj < 7juj=17. Sojvj � 7juj=17.Now, if juj and jvj are both less 17(2L+ 1)=7, then we an test them foronjugay by using our preomputed list of all onjugate pairs of elementsup this length. Otherwise, at least one of them, u say, satis�es juj � 17(2L+1)=7, and then we an assume that jvj � 2L + 1, sine otherwise u and vould not be onjugate. So Lemma 3.1 tells us that all positive powers of uand v de�ne L-loal (1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesis in �, whih was the aim of thissubsetion.3.2 Redution to a short-lex straight powerA word w is alled short-lex straight if all of its positive powers wn are short-lex redued words. Our next main goal is to replae u by a onjugate, somepositive power of whih is represented by a word that is short-lex straight.We will present an argument whose main features are due to Delzant.A two-way-in�nite (labelled) path in � is, by de�nition, an ordered setof direted edges of �, where the ordering is isomorphi to the ordering ofthe integers. The �nal vertex of one edge is required to be equal to the �rstvertex of the next edge. We an think of the path as a sequene (rn)n2Z ofverties of �, where d(rn; rn+1) = 1 (overlooking the pedanti point that twogenerators may be equal in G). However, we should remember that (rn)n2Zand (sn)n2Z are regarded as the same path, if there is an integer k, suh that,for all n, rn = sn+k. A path is alled a geodesi path if eah subpath of �nitelength is geodesi, and a short-lex geodesi path if the label of eah subpath
e
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of �nite length joining two verties is a short-lex redued word.For n 2 Z, let pn denote the vertex of � orresponding to un, and letw be the two-way-in�nite path of whih the verties and edges are thoseon the paths qu with q = pn for n 2 Z. By Lemma 3.1, w is an L-loal(1; 2Æ)-quasigeodesi.Let � be the subgraph of � onsisting of all points of � that lie within a4Æ-neighborhood of w. Let G0 be the set of two-way-in�nite short-lex reduedpaths y that lie entirely within �, and for whih every point of w lies withina 4Æ-neighborhood of y. We shall show shortly that G0 is nonempty. Lety 2 G0. Then, for eah n 2 Z, there is a vertex qn on y with d(pn; qn) � 4Æ.By Proposition 2.3, for any r 2 N , we haved(pn; pn+r) � 7rjuj=17 > 7r(2L+ 1)=17 > 28rÆ:It follows that that d(qn; qn+1) is bounded below by a �xed positive onstant(20Æ) and that, for any n, d(qn; qm) tends to in�nity with inreasing jn�mj.By using those properties, it is not hard to see that, for some N 2 N , all qnwith n � N lie on one side of q0 on y and all qn with �n � N lie on the otherside. We restrit attention to the subset G of G0 onsisting of those y 2 G0for whih q�N omes before q0 and qN omes after q0 on the path y. Theseare the paths whih are going in the same diretion as w. (Half of them aregoing in the other diretion!)Lemma 3.2 jGj is �nite and is bounded above by a onstant K that dependsonly on the group presentation.Proof: We maintain the notation introdued above. The points qn on y 2 Gare not in general uniquely de�ned, but for eah y 2 G, let us hoose and �xspei� points qn with d(pn; qn) � 4Æ, and let yn be the subpath of y joiningq�n to qn for n > 0. Provided that n > N , these subpaths all go in thediretion from q�n to qn. We are not laiming that the qi neessarily our intheir natural order on y, but sine d(qm; q0) tends to in�nity with inreasingjmj for m positive or negative, y is ertainly the union of its subpaths yn.Sine the points pn are �xed, and d(pn; qn) � 4Æ, there is a bound J onthe number of possible verties qn on any y 2 G, where J depends only on Æand the number of generators of G. Sine there is a unique short-lex geodesifrom any vertex of � to any other vertex, for any n 2 N there are at mostK := J2 possible subpaths yn of y joining q�n to qn. But sine eah y isthe union of its subpaths yn, if there were K + 1 distint y 2 G, then weould �nd an n suh that all K + 1 subpaths yn were distint, whih is aontradition. Hene jGj � K. 2Lemma 3.3 G is nonempty.Printed 2005:2:2:710 16



Proof: For n 2 N , let wn be the (unique) short-lex redued path joining p�nto pn. By Proposition 2.3, wn lies within �, and eah point of w between p�nand pn lies within 4Æ of wn. We onstrut y 2 G by de�ning its verties rmand their onneting edges in order of inreasing jmj as subpaths of suitablewn.First, we let r0 be a vertex with d(p0; r0) � 4Æ that ours in wn forin�nitely many n. Then for eah m = 1; 2; : : :, we de�ne rm, r�m and ymso that d(r�m; rm) = 2m, ym is the short-lex geodesi joining r�m to rm,the entre of ym is r0, ym�1 � ym, and ym ours as a subpath of in�nitelymany wn. Sine there are only �nitely many possible extensions ym of ym�1,it is lear that, for a given ym�1, we an �nd a suitable ym. We then de�ney = [mym. This onstrution is due to Delzant.Certainly y lies in �, beause eah wn and hene eah ym does. Let pbe any point on w. Then, for eah suÆiently large n, there is a point p(n)on wn with d(p(n); p) � 4Æ, and hene d(p(n); r0) � d(p; p0) + 8Æ. So, if wehoose m > d(p; p0) + 8Æ and an n suh that wn ontains ym as a subpath,then p(n) will lie on ym, whih proves that d(p; y) � 4Æ. Hene y 2 G. 2Now let Iu be the isometry of � indued by the bijetion g ! ug fromG ! G. Then Iu �xes the path w and hene it �xes �, and indues apermutation of the set G. So, for any y 2 G, there is an integer M with1 � M � K suh that IMu = IuM �xes y. Let g be the group elementorresponding to a vertex q0 on y with d(p0; q0) � 4Æ. Sine p0 is the basepoint of �, we have jgj � 4Æ. Then, for all n 2 Z, IunM (q0) is a vertex of y.Sine IunM (q0) is lose to pnM , it is lear that Iu(q0) must our after q0 ony, and, for any n 2 Z, the subpath of y joining IunM (q0) to Iu(n+1)M (q0) hasthe same label, z say, whih is equal in G to g�1uMg. So all positive powersof z our as subpaths of y, and hene the fat that y is short-lex reduedimplies that z is short-lex straight.As before, let WA be the word aeptor in the automati struture ofG that aepts short-lex redued words, and let B be the number of statesof WA. Reall that WA was omputed in the pre-proessing stage of thealgorithm, so B is known. Then a word z is short-lex straight if and only ifall positive powers zn of z are aepted by WA. If so, then for some n1; n2with 0 � n1 < n2 � B, zn1 and zn2 must send WA to the same state �when input to WA. Conversely, if this ondition holds and the words znwith 0 � n � n2 are all aepted by WA, then WA will just yle througha repeating sequene of aept states on reading higher powers of z, so z isshort-lex straight. This means that we an use WA to test whether or not zis short-lex straight in time that is linear in jzj.So we proeed as follows. For eah g 2 G with jgj � 4Æ, and eah Mwith 0 < M � K, we ompute the short-lex redution of g�1uMg, and testPrinted 2005:2:2:710 17



whether it is short-lex straight. By the disussion above, one of these testsmust prove positive! We then replae u by the short-lex redution of g�1ug.Sine K is a �xed onstant, independent of u, the number of tests dependslinearly on juj. This ahieves the aim of this subsetion.3.3 Testing onjugay of the M-th powersBy the result of the previous subsetion, we an now assume that, for someknown value ofM , whih is less than a �xed omputable bound K, the short-lex redution z of uM is short-lex straight. Our next goal is to test z =G uMand vM for onjugay.Suppose that gvMg�1 =G z. Choose some suitably large value of n 2 N ,and let p, q and q0 denote the verties of � orresponding to the groupelements g, gvnM , gv2nM , respetively. Let w and y be geodesi paths joininge to q0 and p to q0, respetively. Then by Proposition 2.3, there is a point onr on y with d(q; r) � 4Æ. Provided that n is large enough ompared with jgjand Æ, we will have d(p; r) > jgj, and so, by onsidering a geodesi triangleontaining the edges y and w, there exists s on w with d(q; s) � Æ. Similarly,if n is large enough, d(s; q0) � jgj, and then there exists t on the path z2nwith d(t; s) � Æ and hene d(t; q) � 6Æ. See Figure 7. As usual, we anhoose t to be a vertex of �, sine internal points of edges of the path z2nan only be reahed by going through verties on the path.Let h be the label of a path from t to q. The group element orrespondingto t is of the form zmz1 for some pre�x z1 of z, and so zmz1h =G gvnM . Heneh =G z�11 z�mgvnM , sohvMh�1 =G z�11 z�mgvMg�1zmz1 =G z�11 zz1;whih is equal in G to a yli onjugate of z.Sine z is short-lex straight, all of its yli onjugates are short-lex re-dued. So we proeed as follows. For eah word h with jhj � 6Æ, we omputethe short-lex redution vh of hvMh�1. We then have to test whether the wordvh is a yli onjugate of z. This an be done in time linear in jvhj+ jzj bythe Knuth-Morris-Pratt substring searhing algorithm; see Setion 9.1 of [1℄.First we hek that jvhj = jzj, sine otherwise the test an return false im-mediately. The Knuth{Morris{Pratt method starts with the onstrution ofa �nite state automaton, SA whose states are the jvhj+ 1 pre�xes of vh, andwhih has language onsisting of all words ontaining vh as a substring. Thisonstrution is arried out in linear time. Then vh is a yli onjugate ofz if and only if SA aepts z2. In our RAM model of omputation, we areallowed to perform basi arithmetial operations, so we an keep ount ofPrinted 2005:2:2:710 18



the letters of z2 as we read them, and then the point where the word is �rstaepted by SA will enable us to loate the shortest pre�x z1 of z for whihz�11 zz1 =G vh.So we an test z and vM for onjugay in G in linear time. If theyare not onjugate, then neither are u and v, so we are done. If they are,then the proess above enables us to �nd the onjugating element z1h, sowe an replae v by the short-lex redution of z1hv(z1h)�1, and we will havevM =G uM . This ahieves the aim of this subsetion.3.4 Completion on the proofWe have now redued to the situation in whih vM =G uM =G z for someknown value of M whih is less than a �xed omputable bound K. So theremaining problem is to test whether there is a g in the entralizer C :=CG(z) whih onjugates v to u.Let g 2 C. Then we an show, as in the previous subsetion, that thereexists h 2 G of bounded length, and a pre�x z1 of z with zmz1h =G gzn forsome m;n 2 N . In fat, sine the word vh of the last setion is being replaedhere by z whih is short-lex straight, we an do this with jhj � 2Æ. Also,sine g ommutes with powers of z, we have g =G znz1h for some n 2 Z andz1h 2 C.We ould oneivably have di�erent pre�xes z1 and z2 of z and an element
e
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h with jhj � 2Æ with z1h and z2h both in C. This is the ase if and only ifz�11 zz1 =G hzh�1 =G z�12 zz2. Sine all yli onjugates of z are short-lexstraight, this is true if and only if the two yli onjugates of z equal in Gto z�11 zz1 and z�12 zz2 are equal as words. It is easy to see that two ylionjugates of a word are equal if and only if the word is a proper power. Soour next aim is to write z as y` with jyj as small as possible.To do this, we use the substring searhing method desribed in the pre-vious subsetion to �nd the seond ourrene of the string z in the stringz2; that is, the �rst ourrene after the pre�x z itself. Suppose this seondourrene starts at position m + 1 > 1 in z2. Then z = y` with jyj = m,and m is minimal with this property. Of ourse, it is possible that z is not aproper power, in whih ase jmj = jzj and ` = 1.It follows from the above disussion that, for g 2 C, there exist h; z3 2 G,and n 2 Z, with the following properties: g =G ynz3h, jhj � 2Æ, z3 is aproper pre�x of y, so that jz3j < m, and z3h 2 C. Note that z3 is uniquelydetermined by h.So now, for eah word h with jhj � 2Æ, we ompute the short-lex redutionof hzh�1 and, as in the previous subsetion, we test whether or not it is equalas a word to a yli onjugate of z. If so, then we an �nd the shortest pre�xz3 of z with hzh�1 =G z�13 zz3, and if suh a z3 exists, then we must havejz3j < m. So we an make a list of the z3h that arise, and we an do all ofthis in time that is linear in jzj.The fat that any g 2 C an be written as g =G ynz3h where jhj � 2Æand z3 is uniquely determined by h implies that the yli subgroup hyi ofC has index at most J in C, where J is the number of words of length atmost 2Æ. It is a standard result in group theory that the kernel D of thepermutation representation of C in its ation by multipliation on the osetsof hyi in G is a normal subgroup of G ontained in hyi and having index atmost (J�1)! in hyi. Sine hzi is ontained in hyi and is entral in C, we havehzi � D. The only nontrivial automorphism of an in�nite yli group is theone inverting all of its elements, and sine hzi is entral in C, no element ofC an indue that automorphism on D. Hene D lies in the entre of C.It follows that, to test u and v for onjugay in C, it suÆes to testwhether u =G gvg�1 for g an element of the form ynz3h, where 0 � n <(J�1)!, and z3h is in the list of elements of C that we have already omputed.So the number of onjugay tests needed is bounded, and this ompletes theproof of the main theorem.
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